LEADER GUIDE

Cultivating Hope Group Leader Guide

LEADERS: About this guide
 Gathering Tools [leader preparation]
We’ve included a summary “what you will need” to include basic items based on the material covered.
Please read through the entire session to determine specifics on what is needed and feel free to modify as
it fits your group. Sessions have an accompanying video; please plan for that in advance. Sessions also have
handouts for participants, “Helpful Tools” to assist, and other resources. Please contact
dawn@hintoncenter.org or call 828-389-8336 if you need more information or have questions.

 Till [preparing]
Each session you’ll find the following pieces to help you as a group: There’s the gathering time – part of
growing in our faith journeys is fellowship. Provide a space for that each session. We also recognize that
accountability is important, so each session provides an opportunity for sharing celebrations and growing
edges. Finally, we’ve worked in a time each session for various spiritual discipline exercises. You may
research them more fully and add more, or use the provided information.

 Plant [digging deeper]
You will need to download or stream the weekly video. Some are longer than others and we’ve provided
you with the time so you can prepare for that in advance.

 Tend [group discussion/activities]
Each session has activities and group questions. You’re encouraged to prepare and facilitate the
conversation.

 Harvest [wrapping it all up]
A litany and/or closing prayer is provided. If this is
different than what you’re used to doing, we
encourage you to give these a chance. There’s a
purpose to them!

 Sowing seeds forward
A little tidbit for each person to take into the week.

Each session of this study has
components that focus on
loving God, ourselves, and our
neighbor as we Cultivate Hope.
Love others… Sowing seeds
forward – sharing the love of
Christ with others (the leaves
on the tree)
Love self… Tend – you can’t
pour from an empty vessel (the
trunk of the tree)
Love God… Till – preparation – doing the inward work so that
we can continue to grow (the roots of the tree)
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SESSION 1: Getting to know you
 Gathering Tools [leader preparation]
The purpose of Session 1 is to introduce why the Hinton Center is providing this resource, and also to
provide space for your group to get to know one another. If you are already a tight-knit group, great. If not,
no worries. We are providing resources for you. Regardless of if this is your first or 20 th group together,
you’re encouraged to set ground rules and do a group covenant. Perhaps you want to have a meal or
something fun to kick-off the group together. Think outside the box!


What you will need: participant handouts, an image/photo/painting, ground rules handout for each
person, paper or something to write the covenant on for everyone to sign

 Till [preparing]


Welcome everyone to the group.



Check in – How is it with your soul? What joys / celebrations and growing edges are there to share?



Spiritual Discipline Activity: One way you can perhaps try a new type of prayer is through Visio
Divina, or “divine seeing.”
1. Choose an image, piece of art or photograph to show to the group. (Suggestions: “First
Embrace” by Anna Shukeylo, photo of somewhere in your community, image that
represents “cultivating,” free images online at www.unsplash.com.)
2. Invite everyone to a time of quiet reflection about what God might be saying to them during
this time. This is a time to listen, not to offer requests to God. (3-5 minutes)
3. Have a moment of sharing for anyone willing to share.
4. Offer a prayer for your time together as a group.

 Plant [digging deeper]
Length of video: 07:29
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 Tend [group discussion/activities]


Do a fun team building / getting-to-know you activity. Suggestions you may choose from, or do
your own:
o 2 truths, 1 fib / untruth (each person shares an untruth and two truths and everyone tries to
guess which one is not true)
o Prompt: You are stranded on a deserted island, what three things would you take with you
and why? (Add: The three items need to be one book, one food item, and one of your
favorite things.)



Review group ground rules. An example is provided for you in our “Helpful Tools” section under
Session 1.



Develop a group covenant. Take the ground rules one step further. Write them down and have
each person sign.

 Harvest [wrapping it all up]
A Covenant Prayer in the Wesleyan Tradition (Contemporary Version)
(ALL read together)
I am no longer my own, but yours. Put me to what you will, place me with whom you will.
Put me to doing, put me to suffering. Let me be put to work for you or set aside for you.
Praised for you or criticized for you. Let me be full, let me be empty.
Let me have all things, let me have nothing. I freely and fully surrender all things to your glory and service.
And now, O wonderful and holy God, Creator, Redeemer, and Sustainer, You are mine, and I am yours.
So be it. And the covenant which I have made on earth, let it also be made in heaven. Amen.

 Sowing seeds forward
This week, find someone to discuss this study with, explaining what you hope to gain.
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SESSION 2: Why reach out to the community?
 Gathering Tools [leader preparation]
The purpose of Session 2 is to look at the Biblical call to reach out to our neighbors and to consider ways
we’ve been impacted when others have reached out to us, so that we see how important it is to also reach
out to those in our neighborhood, community, and beyond.


What you will need: participant handouts, you could consider introducing lighting a candle to center
your time together

 Till [preparing]


Welcome everyone to the group and light the centering candle.



Check in – How is it with your soul? What joys / celebrations and growing edges are there to share?



Spiritual Discipline Activity: Practice of Breath Prayer.
o Guide participants in Breath Prayer: “Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy upon me.”
o Gently turn your attention to your breath, to the rhythm of your inhale and exhale.
o Increase awareness of the breath by inhaling to the count of four, and exhaling to the count
of four.


On the inhale, say “Jesus Christ, Son of God”



On the exhale, say “Have mercy upon me”

o Allow the prayer to foster an interior openness to God during your time together and in
daily life.

 Plant [digging deeper]
Length of video: 10:39
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 Tend [group discussion/activities]


Have volunteers read the following scriptures. You can do this as a group or split people into pairs/
smaller groups and have them read and then share with the larger group one key takeaway.
o Matthew 25:31-46
o Micah 6:8
o Romans 15:1-2



Following Jesus is about letting our light shine, bringing out the God-colors in the world, but also
about seeing the light shine in others. Once we have a relationship with Christ, we’re to share it
with others so that we can Cultivate Hope (right where we’re planted). Questions to consider:
o In what moments have others shared the love of Jesus with you (where have your
“watermelon moments” been)?
o When have you been able to shine the light of Christ in the darkness?
o What can we learn from one another? What can we receive, not only give?

 Harvest [wrapping it all up]
Prayer of Saint Francis
ALL: Lord, make me an instrument of your peace:
ONE: where there is hatred,
ALL: let me sow love;
ONE: where there is injury,
ALL: pardon;
ONE: where there is doubt,
ALL: faith;
ONE: where there is despair,
ALL: hope;
ONE: where there is darkness,
ALL: light;
ONE: where there is sadness,
ALL: joy. (continued)
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ALL:
O divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek
to be consoled as to console,
to be understood as to understand,
to be loved as to love.
ONE:
For it is in giving that we receive,
it is in pardoning that we are pardoned,
and it is in dying that we are born to eternal life.
ALL: Amen.

 Sowing seeds forward
This week, find a way to share a “watermelon moment” with someone else, even if it’s smiling at a cashier
or waiter/waitress who seems to be having a rough day.

SESSION 3: Perspective
 Gathering Tools [leader preparation]
The purpose of Session 3 is to consider our perspective, because our perspective directs our attitude, but
our attitude can also direct our perspective. Ultimately, our perspective shapes how we live, work, serve,
and play.


What you will need: participant handouts and perspective handouts, as well as the color photo (you
could print one color photo to hand around the group), coloring pages and colored pencils/paint
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 Till [preparing]


Welcome everyone to the group and light the centering candle.



Check in – How is it with your soul? What joys / celebrations and growing edges are there to share?



Spiritual Discipline Activity: We were created to create! Encourage participants to stretch
themselves if they’re not “artsy” or “creative” and take time to prayerfully color the scripture sheet
provided. Visual and kinesthetic learners tend to especially find this meaningful. The coloring sheet
is provided for you in our “Helpful Tools” section under Session 3.

 Plant [digging deeper]
Length of video: 06:30

 Tend [group discussion/activities]


Work through the handout.
o How many letter F’s are in the sentence? Six. You might get varied responses – sometimes
the “of” is overlooked. This is a simple example of perception and perspective and how
what we hear is actually different than what we see.
o Different people will have different responses. Some only count the individual squares.
Some count individual and larger. Some count individual, larger and overlap. There’s really
no right or wrong answer. Discuss the different ways participants came to their conclusion.
o Ah, the dots… encourage folks to “think outside the box!” Possible solutions include:



Hand out or pass around the dog photo, “Perspective Paws.” (Thanks to our Construction Ministries
Coordinator, Nick Oliver, his wife Victoria and their dog Wayah for the awesome photo.) What does
this illustrate to you about perspective?



When has your perspective been challenged? Share examples and discuss.
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 Harvest [wrapping it all up]
ONE: Show us the way to fullness of life, Lord Jesus;
ALL: that our hearts might be filled with joy, hope, and peace, we pray;
ONE: that we might respond to opportunities, we pray;
ALL: that we might learn to respect our sisters and brothers, we pray;
ONE: that we might see the needs and the gifts of others, we pray;
ALL: that we might see your kingdom on earth. Amen.

 Sowing seeds forward
This week, when you find yourself responding because of your own perspective, consider looking at it from
someone else’s point of view.

SESSION 4: Poverty awareness
 Gathering Tools [leader preparation]
The purpose of Session 4 is to encourage us to consider poverty, perhaps in a different way. We know it’s
not a one-size-fits-all experience, and we believe that understanding what it might be like to walk in
someone else’s shoes will help us be more effective in building real relationships and walking alongside
others in their journey.


What you will need: participant handouts and poverty awareness handouts, scripture narrative,
Making Choices for each participant, a pack of smarties for each participant

 Till [preparing]


Welcome everyone to the group and light the centering candle.



Check in – How is it with your soul? What joys / celebrations and growing edges are there to share?
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Spiritual Discipline Activity: Practice a variation of Lectio Divina. Have three volunteers read the
scripture about the woman at the well (each reading a different part). The narrative is provided for
you under the “Helpful Tools” section of Session 4.
o Lectio (reading/listening): Hear the word that is addressed to you. Listen for a word or
phrase that catches your attention. Repeat the word or phrase over in your mind, or jot it
down. Stay in silence for at least a minute.
o Meditatio (pondering): Ask, “How is my life touched?” Each person reads the passage again
to themselves. Pay attention to thoughts and feelings your word or phrase evokes, or
notice images, sensory impressions, or memories. How does this word or phrase or image
touch your life today? Stay in silence for at least two minutes.
o Oratio (responding): Ask, “Is there an invitation here?” Ask what invitation God might have
for you through your word or phrase. What desires has your prayer awakened? Participants
may choose to share or hold the experience in their hearts.
o Contemplatio (resting): Now having heard a word from God and having expressed your
response, rest in that silence for at least a few moments. Allow the mind to settle. Close
with a simple Amen or Thank you.

 Plant [digging deeper]
Length of video: 14:39

 Tend [group discussion/activities]


Hand out the poverty awareness sheet and have participants create a list of what they think the
causes of poverty are in the United States. Examples: lazy people; lack of job opportunities; no
education; low paying wages. Then have participants decide what the underlying issue behind each
cause they identified might be, using the following numbers:
1. Behaviors of the individual: choices, behaviors of people living in poverty
2. Human exploitation: examples could include discrimination, predatory lending, drug trade
3. Political / economic structures: social and political policies, economic conditions
(Example: lazy = 1, lack of job opportunities = 3, no education = maybe 1, maybe 2 or 3, low
paying wages = 3).
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Discuss what was the most commonly identified category, and why?



Hand out the Making Choices activity. You can choose which one you use. They’re under
“Additional Resources” for Session 4.



What are your thoughts about the “hand” that reminds us of the different types of poverty?
o Thumb – physical (helps with activities)
o Pointer – spiritual (points the way)
o Middle – emotional
o Ring – mental / cognitive
o Pinky – financial (smallest to remind us finances aren’t the only type of poverty)
o Palm – bridging (people we know who can help us with resources) and bonding (friends,
family) social capital

 Harvest [wrapping it all up]
A Non-traditional Blessing
ONE: May God bless you with discontent with easy answers, half-truths, superficial relationships, so that
ALL: we will live from deep within our hearts.
ONE: May God bless you with anger at injustice, oppression, abuse, and exploitation of people, so that
ALL: we will work for justice, equality, and peace.
ONE: May God bless you with tears to shed for those who suffer from pain, rejection, starvation and war,
so that
ALL: we will reach out our hands to comfort them and to change their pain to joy.
ALL: May God bless us with the foolishness to think we can make a difference in this world, so that we
will do the things that others tell us cannot be done. Amen.

 Sowing seeds forward
This week, make it a point to serve – either through your church or a local organization, or if that’s not
possible, reach out to an elderly neighbor, someone who is homebound, call a friend you’ve not spoken
with in a while… whatever it may be.
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SESSION 5: Asset-based Biblical model
 Gathering Tools [leader preparation]
The purpose of Session 5 is to recognize that God created and it was good. How could reframing the
conversation help us to see our lives, our churches and our communities from a strengths-based
perspective?


What you will need: participant handouts and asset-based handouts, finger labyrinth instruction
sheet for each participant, optional- flip chart paper and markers

 Till [preparing]


Welcome everyone to the group and light the centering candle.



Check in – How is it with your soul? What joys / celebrations and growing edges are there to share?



Spiritual Discipline Activity: Using a finger labyrinth is a great way to introduce the spiritual practice
of walking a labyrinth. The activity is available under Session 5 “Helpful Tools.”

 Plant [digging deeper]
Length of video: 11:29

 Tend [group discussion/activities]


Did you hear anything in a new light during the reading of Genesis 1?



Reframing the conversation: hand out the Asset-based participant sheet.
o Scripture Readings: Choose one to read or have a volunteer read, or, if time allows, break
into smaller groups and have each group read one gospel passage, looking for the theme of
abundance/assets and share with the larger group. If you have a particularly creative group,
they can draw the scripture out on flip chart paper and share. (It might be good to have
different translations of scripture for each reading) (continued)
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Matthew 14:13-21



Mark 6:30-34



Luke 9:10-17



John 6:1-15

Needs-based
What’s not there
Services to meet needs
Consumers
Programs are the answer
What do you need?

VS
---- shifts to --------->
---- shifts to --------->
---- shifts to --------->
---- shifts to --------->
---- shifts to --------->

Asset-based
What is there (strengths)
Connections and contributions
Neighbors
PEOPLE are the answer
What are your hopes and dreams?



How might reframing our thoughts and words look in real life?



Reiterate that we should never underestimate what can be an asset!!

 Harvest [wrapping it all up]
ONE: We offer ourselves to you, O God, our Creator.
ALL: We offer our hands.
ONE: Use healing touch to comfort those around us.
ALL: We offer our eyes and ears.
ONE: May we see and hear the stories of our neighbors.
ALL: We offer our hearts.
ONE: Help us see the good in others and to see the face of Christ in all we meet.
ALL: We offer all our skills and gifts.
ONE: May we use them to be your light and love in our community.
ALL: We offer our faith, our hope, our love.
ONE: May our encounters with others glorify you and bring us closer to you and to each other.
ALL: All this we ask through Jesus Christ, through the power of your Holy Spirit. Amen.

 Sowing seeds forward
This week, practice asset-based thinking. Pay attention to what you think and say, and challenge yourself to
reframe the conversation.
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SESSION 6: Assets
 Gathering Tools [leader preparation]
The purpose of Session 6 is to look at and discover your church's assets. This is great work to be done in a
group as people will have different ideas/opinions.


What you will need: Sabbath handouts, participant handouts, sticky notes, markers

 Till [preparing]


Welcome everyone to the group and light the centering candle.



Check in – How is it with your soul? What joys / celebrations and growing edges are there to share?



Spiritual Discipline Activity: Learning to pause and “just be” is important. Use the provided Sabbath
material, found in Session 6 “Helpful Tools.”

 Plant [digging deeper]
Length of video: 09:28

 Tend [group discussion/activities]


Work through the participant handout for congregational asset mapping provided until “Helpful
Tools.” You are encouraged to pick a time and place that will provide plenty of space to work, have
discussion, places to spread out material and is comfortable and without interruptions. You might
want to alert participants in advance that there will be some walking involved in this session.

 Harvest [wrapping it all up]
ONE:
God of wonder,
we offer you our lives
to do your work in this community.
take our bodies and our minds, (continued)
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ALL: our work and our leisure,
ONE: our relationships with other people,
ALL: our friendships and our family life,
ONE: our dreams and our doubts,
ALL: our faith and our plans for the future.
ONE: In the name of Jesus Christ, our Lord,
ALL: we bring them to you. Amen.

 Sowing seeds forward
This week, look at your neighborhood and community. Really look around you and try to envision how the
church can be involved and how that asset will benefit everyone (and remember the asset-based
approach).

SESSION 7: How to more forward… next steps
 Gathering Tools [leader preparation]
Annnddd, that’s a wrap… or is it? The purpose of Session 7 is to decide as a group what your next steps will
be.


What you will need: participant handouts, items for hand washing (basin and pitcher, soft towels,
wash cloth, water), optional – music during hand washing; additional candles / fabric for
commissioning/hand washing space

 Till [preparing]


Welcome everyone to the group and light the centering candle.



Check in – How is it with your soul? What joys / celebrations and growing edges are there to share?
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Spiritual Discipline Activity: Revisit the breath prayer from Session 1. Include a time of pause and
reflection on this study.

 Plant [digging deeper]
Length of video: 01:14

 Tend [group discussion/activities]


Foster discussion about what your next steps will be.



Ask participants what they’ve learned and how they’ll use the information?

 Harvest [wrapping it all up]
Service of Commissioning
ONE: The Spirit calls all followers of Christ to embrace God’s mission
in their neighborhoods
and in the world:
to feed the hungry,
bring water to the thirsty,
welcome the stranger,
clothe the naked,
care for the sick,
and free the prisoner.
ONE: Will you trust in God’s care, seek to grow in love for those you walk alongside and build on
what you’ve experienced and learned through this study as a continuing catalyst for your own
transformation and the transformation of others? ALL: We will.
ALL: We rejoice in the goodness of God and dedicate ourselves to holy living. As covenant partners, set free
for joyful obedience, we offer our hearts and lives to do God’s work in the world. (continued)
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ONE: May God, who has given you this wonderful opportunity and privilege, enlighten and strengthen
you to continue serving as Jesus served. Amen.
Hand Washing


Encourage participants to stretch themselves and participate if they’ve never done this before.



Offer instructions on how it will work. We recommend that you will wash and dry the first person’s
hands. They wait, and after you wash the second person’s hands, the first person dries them. It
continues.



Remind participants of how Jesus served his friends by washing their dirty feet, and he calls us to
continue serving in his name (pour water slowly). Today/tonight we will both be served and serve,
reminding us to be in ministry with our neighbors.



Say a prayer. Invite people forward.



Do not rush through this time. Make it a holy, sacred space.



As people have their hands wash, consider saying a variation of, “Go and serve as Jesus served,” or
“Continuing serving as Jesus served.”

ONE: Lead a life worthy of the calling to which you have been called, with all humility and gentleness,
with patience, bearing with one another in love, making every effort to maintain the unity of the Spirit in
the bond of peace. – Ephesians 4:1-3 NRSV

 Sowing seeds forward
Now let us go and make disciples… (Matthew 28:16-20)
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Resources
“A Non-Traditional Blessing” in session 4 was modified from
http://www.thesacredbraid.com/2016/07/22/a-non-traditional-blessing/
Harvest litanies/prayers for sessions 3, 5 and 6 modified from The Worship Sourcebook, Faith Alive
Christian Resources, 2004, pp 71, 223, 244.
Books referenced (also linked online):
Corbett, Steve and Brian Fikkert. When Helping Hurts: How to Alleviate Poverty Without Hurting the
Poor—and Yourself. Chicago: Moody Publishers, 2009.
Dinsmore, Julia. My Name is Child of God... Not Those People: A First-Person Look at Poverty. Minneapolis:
Augsburg Fortress, 2007.
Hall, Ron and Denver Moore. Same Kind of Different As Me. Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2006.
Lopez, Steve. The Soloist. New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 2008.
Snow, Luther K. The Power of Asset Mapping: How Your Congregation Can Act on Its Gifts, 2004.
Stanger, Nora. Diamonds in the Dew: An Appalachian Experience, 2003.
Other references (also linked online):
www.unsplash.com
My Name is Not Those People Poem video reading - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQWbkVqZKeo
The People’s Supper - https://thepeoplessupper.org/
Visit https://www.hintoncenter.org/ministries/training-and-workshops/ for a list of trainings and
workshops we offer, including the Community Action Poverty Simulation, Mental Health First Aid, a more
in-depth asset based study, spiritual gifts, Bible journaling and lots more!
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 About this guide
Hinton Rural Life Center is a retreat and conference center in the
Appalachian Mountains of western North Carolina, where guests can
come to retreat, reflect, and renew. We provide day meeting spaces,
as well as overnight accommodations, for groups of up to 200. We
also have lodging for individuals and families.
Hinton Center is a United Methodist agency, and we welcome all — all individuals, all faith traditions, and
non-faith-based groups seeking to meet, retreat, and/or serve in a spirit of acceptance and mutual respect.
Many of our guests come to make a difference in this rural community by participating in mission outreach,
through making safe and healthy home repairs to our neighbors. We emphasize building relationships, not
simply repairs. Our focus is one of walking alongside our neighbor, and we desire to see a better quality of
life – for all people. We have summer mission opportunities for youth ages 12 and up and adults, as well as
year-round opportunities.
Learn more at www.hintoncenter.org.

Rev. Dawn Livingston - Dawn is the Director of Program Ministries at Hinton Rural Life
Center, joining the staff in August 2016. She has worked with people in poverty for over
15 years and is a certified trainer through Bridges Out of Poverty, and both Youth and
Adult Mental Health First Aid. Dawn is an ordained deacon in The United Methodist
Church, earning her Master of Divinity in 2013 from United Theological Seminary in
Ohio. She is active in leadership at the Bridge recovery worship community. Dawn is a member of the
Rotary Club of Clay County, serves as a trustee on the ReFrame Foundation Board for home repair
organizations, and is currently part of a two-year cohort through Disciples of Welcome, focusing on bridging
community divisions. Fun facts about Dawn: She enjoys spending time with her three “furry kids” (her
dogs), reading, traveling, drinking coffee, and creative activities such as painting, writing and crocheting. In
fact, she has written a devotional booklet for missions every year she’s been at Hinton Center, and she has
dreams of writing a book someday.
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Ricky Hill – Ricky was born in Wagram, NC (Scotland County) until he was 15. After
moving to Virginia and graduating from Radford High School, he enlisted in the United
States Marine Corps, where he served 20 years and retired in 1996. Ricky’s military
experience had a strong emphasis on aircraft avionics maintenance and he served as a
trainer teaching new recruits the avionics system for the AV-8B Harrier VSTOL aircraft.
During his career Ricky received extensive training in leadership, sales,
communications and professional presentation techniques. After retiring from the Marines, he has served
in the United Methodist Church’s disaster program, on a local bases and with the United Methodist
Committee on Relief. He has responded to numerous hurricanes, tornados and flooding disasters and
provided training and support to the annual conference. Ricky is married to Marjorie Hill and they live in
Murphy. Ricky has two children, two step children and four grandchildren. He currently serves as the
Community Engagement Coordinator here at Hinton Center, working with the various task force groups
related to the 2016 Quality of Life Study. Ricky is a 2018 graduate of the NC Rural Center Rural Economic
Development Institute.

 Cultivating Hope was developed thanks to funding from The Duke Endowment.
Based in Charlotte and established in 1924 by industrialist and philanthropist James B. Duke, The Duke
Endowment is a private foundation that strengthens communities in North Carolina and South Carolina by
nurturing children, promoting health, educating minds and enriching spirits. Since its founding, it has
distributed more than $3.6 billion in grants. The Endowment shares a name with Duke University and Duke
Energy, but all are separate organizations. www.dukeendowment.org
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